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Electrostatic Precipitator
Type E

Technical Description
Following for guidance only

Mechanical description
General design
The F.L.Smidth Airtech electrostatic precipitator, type E, is designed for horizontal flue gas flow.
The precipitator casing is an all-welded steel construction, made of prefabricated plate
sections, welded to a rigid frame.
Depending on the process concerned as well as the ambient conditions, the precipitator is
designed to withstand high temperatures, under- or over-pressure, as well as wind, snow,
earthquake forces, etc.

Insulator chamber
Rapper drive station
Discharge system
Discharge rapping
Collecting rapping
Inlet
Gas distribution system
Collecting plates
Casing
Insulation
Inspection door
Support

The precipitator is provided with longitudinal bottom hoppers or, if so desired, with pyramidal
hoppers. For special processes, the precipitator can be supplied with a flat bottom. The
hoppers may be provided with heating elements.
Due to the high working temperatures, the precipitator is mounted on a support in a way that
ensures minimum forces on the precipitator casing and support during repeated thermal
expansions and contractions.
If a rigid support of concrete or steel is used, the precipitator is placed on roller bearings or
slide bearings.
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An alternative to the use of roller or slide bearings is a pendular support (column support), in
which heat expansion is absorbed as angular movement of the individual supporting columns.
The precipitator casing is provided with inlet and outlet transition pieces, the design of which
varies according to processes involved and the plant layout.
In the inlet and outlet transition pieces, gas distribution devices are installed to ensure optimal
gas distribution over the cross-section of the precipitator.
The precipitator casing, inclusive of bottom hoppers and inlet and outlet transition pieces, is
insulated with mineral wool to avoid harmful condensation, which causes corrosion and
reduces lifetime. The insulation also prevents uncontrollable heat expansion, which may cause
dangerous tension in the structure.
One or more electrically independent fields are arranged in the precipitator casing.
In special cases, each field may also be further divided across into more electrically
independent, so-called “bus” sections.
Each precipitator field can be inspected through inspection doors fitted before the field both
from the side of the precipitator and from the roof.
Each field consists of a grounded collecting system and a high-voltage discharge system. Both
systems are provided with independent rapping devices.
The collecting system consists of long, specially designed plate lamellae, “collecting plates”,
which are suspended from the roof of the precipitator, thus forming a number of rows, each
consisting of 5-9 plates, depending on the length of the field. Each row of collecting plates is
connected at the top and bottom by the rapping bars. The distance between the individual rows
of plates is called the duct spacing, which may vary according to the process, in question.
The discharge system is a rigid electrode system suspended from two C-beams. The so-called
rigid discharge electrodes, RDE, are centred in the collecting system. An RDE consists of two
supporting electrodes connected to frame tubes. Fibulax electrodes are placed between the
frame tubes.
The discharge system is electrically insulated from the remaining parts of the precipitator, being
suspended from four insulators placed on the precipitator roof. These insulators are placed in
insulator boxes, one of which, the high voltage supply for the precipitator is connected to.
The dust accumulated on the collecting plates is dislodged by means of tumbling hammers,
mounted on a slowly rotating horizontal shaft. The tumbling hammers, the weight and
consequently the rapping energy, which varies according to the type of process, hit the upper
rapping bars of the collecting plates.
The dust accumulated on the discharge system is also dislodged by means of tumbling
hammers hitting an impact beam fixed to the framework of the discharge system.
The rapping gears of the collecting plates and the discharge systems have drive units, which
are mounted on the roof. Between the drive units for the discharge rapping gear and the high
voltage system a flexible insulator shaft is mounted.
In some cases, the flue gas distribution screens in inlet and outlet transition pieces of the
precipitator may have separate shaking by means of tumbling hammers.
The precipitated dust is removed from the bottom hoppers of the precipitator by means of a
drag chain, screw conveyor, sluice, scraper, or pneumatically, according to the type of hopper
and process.
The electrostatic precipitator is provided with platforms, staircases, and ladders for inspection
and maintenance purposes.
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Precipitator casing
The primary supporting structure of the precipitator casing consists of a number of portals, socalled frames, one in each end of the field. Each portal consists of a roof beam, two columns
and a bottom beam. Stays are placed between the roof beam and column and between the
column and bottom beam respectively. All the elements of the portals are welded up except for
the columns, which are of structural steel.
Roof panel

Roof beam
Side wall panel
Column

Bottom beam
Side beam

The portals are designed to withstand all forces due to the dead load of the precipitator, wind
and snow loads, dust in bottom hoppers, under- and overpressure, earthquake, etc.
With this design it is possible to optimise the portals from the specific load.
Furthermore, this design has the advantage that any corrosion of the thin plates of the
precipitator will not influence the safety and stability of the structure.
The frame structure is interconnected by prefabricated plate sections, end wall upper, side wall
panels, and roof panels provided with secondary reinforcing ribs and welded gas tight to the
portals.
For extraordinarily wide precipitators, the casing will be provided with centre columns.
Inspection doors are fitted before each field, at the outlet and on the roof.
Roof panel

Roof beam

Centre column

Side wall panel

Column

Bottom beam
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In cases with great risk of corrosion the casing can be made of concrete.
In the shown sample, the casing has a so-called flat bottom instead of hopper.
If desired the roof panels can be
made of steel for easily repairs

Embedded steel parts

Hopper, longitudinal
The precipitator has one or more longitudinal bottom hoppers, depending on the width of the
precipitator. The hoppers are designed to withstand normal operational and wind loads, as well
as the loads from being filled with dust.
Under each field two partition plates are arranged, preventing the gases from passing
underneath the electrode systems.
Hatch with safety device

Bottom with heated area (Optional)

Side wall
Partition plate

Gable wall

Insulation

Inspection door

Air heated area
Heating elements

The end walls of the bottom hoppers are provided with inspection doors, and the dividing plates
are equipped with safety doors, allowing passage inside the hoppers.
The lower part of the hoppers are trough-shaped for drag chains or screw conveyors,
respectively. It is possible to empty the hopper through a special safety door in the bottom of
the trough.
The hoppers can be supplied with different angles of inclination. The angle of inclination of the
hoppers is determined by the properties of the dust.
Depending on the process concerned, the lowest approx. 1.5 m of the hopper may be provided
with thermostatically controlled heating elements, heating an air gap between the walls of the
hopper and the insulation, and thus maintaining a temperature of the walls above the desired r
and the insulation, and thus maintaining a temperature of the walls above the desired lower
limit.
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Hopper, pyramid
The precipitator has one or more pyramidal bottom hoppers across per field, depending on the
width of the precipitator. The hoppers are designed to withstand normal operational and wind
loads, as well as the loads from being filled with dust.
Under each field, i.e. in each hopper, two partition plates are arranged, preventing the gases
from passing underneath the electrode systems. One of the sides in each hopper is provided
with an inspection door, set flush with the inside of the hopper wall.
Bottom with heated area (Optional)
Side wall
Partition plate
Gable wall
Insulation
Inspection hatch

Air heated area
Heating elements

The hoppers can be supplied with different angles of inclination.
Depending on the process concerned, the lowest approx. 1.5 m of the hopper may be provided
with thermostatically controlled heating elements, heating an air gap between the walls of the
hopper and the insulation and thus maintaining a temperature of the walls above the desired
lower limit.

“Hopper”, flat
This type of “bottom hopper” is used for processes from which the dust has properties making it
problematic to use conventional longitudinal or pyramidal hoppers, as the “difficult” dust may
stick to the sides of the hopper. The flat types can be manufactured in steel or in concrete.
The flat type "hopper" has the same width as the precipitator casing and has no surfaces on
which dust may build up. One of the "hopper" sides is provided with inspection doors.
Both “Hoppers” shown with longitudinal dust transport. Can also be with transverse transport.
Scraper

Concrete bottom

Steel bottom
Casing

Main support.
Slide bearing/Pendular or rigid
steel support
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Dust removal
All dust is collected in the hoppers and discharged via some form of dust handling system.
Screw conveyor, drag chain, air slide, rotary air lock, double flap gate, slide gate, ore the most
common by applied equipment.
The solution of type depends of
- Customer requirement
- Abrasive / non abrasive
- Free flowing / agglomerating

Screw conveyor

Drag chain

When screw conveyors are applied,
dust from the individual hoppers are often
fed into the screw conveyor via rotary air lock.

When the drag chain are applied, dust is
typically fed directly into the drag chain

Hopper
Hopper

Hopper
Hopper
(Slide
gate)
Air lock

Turning station
300 mm chain (Standard)

(Lubricated intermediate bearing)

Air lock

Typical dust removal options
Below some typical configurations of hopper dust handling equipment illustrated.
Field
Hopper

Field
Hopper

Field
Hopper

Field
Hopper

Field

Field
Hopper

(Lubricated intermediate bearing)
Drive station
Field
Field
Hopper

Hopper

Field

Field

Hopper

Hopper

Drive station
Field

Field
Hopper

Screw conveyor
Drag chain
Air lock
Slide gate
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Inlet and outlet transition pieces
Several different types of standardised inlet and outlet transition pieces are used, depending on
the process involved and/or the actual plant layout.
Inlets
Type C

Type K

Type T

Type U

Type B

Type S

Outlets
Type C

Type K

Type U

Type T

Type B

To obtain an equable gas distribution in the precipitator, the in- and outlet can be provided with
guide vanes and one or more gas distribution screens.
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Gas distribution
The precipitator is provided with two inlet gas distribution screens.
Each screen consists of a number of vertical U-shaped profiles, in which specially shaped holes
have been punched. In the space between the profiles, cover plates or guide plates are
inserted.
These plates can be moved without the use of tools, to obtain the optimum opening percentage
for the whole screen and for any area in the screen. This way the best possible total gas
distribution is obtained.
Always two screens at inlet
and one at outlet

Cover plate
Guide plate

(Ladder between
screens)
Guide plate

(Ladder between
screens)
Rapping with tumbling hammers
(Optional)
Normally, the outlet transition piece of the precipitator is provided with one screen only,
designed along the same model as the inlet transition piece.
The inlet screens and, if necessary, the outlet screens are provided with a rapping system of
the tumbling hammer type, when the dust is specially difficult and sticky.
Typical gas distribution in an F.L.Smidth Airtech ESP
Field 1
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Collecting system
The collecting electrode system consists of long, specially designed plate lamellae, and called
collecting plates.
The plates form a number of rows, each consisting of 5-9 plates, and depending on the length
of the field.
Supporting irons for the collecting plates are placed between the lower flange of the roof
beams. The supporting irons are guided across the precipitator by means of guide angles and
guide irons. The upper rapping bar is supported by the supporting irons. Each collecting plate is
bolted to the upper rapping bar with two bolts. At the centre of each rapping bar, an anvil is
fastened. Because the supporting irons support the rapping bar, the energy from the rapping is
efficiently transmitted to the collecting plates.
When the collecting plates exceed 10 m, the plates are connected in a row with a guide,
preventing the plates from oscillating or twisting.
At the bottom, each collecting plate is controlled by a bottom-rapping bar. This guiding allows
vertical individual movement, which prevents deformation due to heat expansion.
The collecting plate profile is designed with a view to obtaining maximum stiffness
simultaneously with a minimum risk of flashover and with a view to obtaining the maximum
level of acceleration.
Between the columns of the portals and the outermost rows of plates, flexible efficient screen
plates are fitted before each field to prevent the gases from bypassing the field without being
cleaned.
A grate is arranged at the bottom hopper to prevent gases from passing underneath the fields.
Screen plate

Supporting iron
Rapping bar
Cast iron bearing
Tumbling hammer

Collecting plate
(Tumbling hammer)
Guide or rapping bar

Collecting system, rapping.
The upper rapping bars are made of flat bars. The collecting plates are erected between the flat
bars. The rapping bars are supported by the supporting iron and are controlled by a spring
element at the guide angle. As the rapping bars vertical movement is unaffected by
temperature differences, the hammers accurately hit the pre-calculated point on the anvils, thus
ensuring an effective transmission of the rapping energy.
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The tumbling hammers, the weights of which depend on the height of the collecting plates
and/or the process, are made of drop forged hardened steel to prevent forging at the impact
point.
Because of the “fixed” position of the rapping bars, and due to the tumbling hammers hitting a
pre-calculated point, it is ensured that no reactions occur in the centre of rotation of the
hammers, thus reducing wear to a minimum.
The total patented rapping mechanism ensures maximum rapping efficiency of the collecting
plates as well as long life of the various components.
The tumbling hammers are mounted on a shaft, each hammer being turned approx. 30o in
relation to the preceding hammer, ensuring that only a few hammers hit at the same time.
The turning interval of the hammer shafts is controlled by a timer unit.
The shafts, which are equipped with necessary expansion couplings, rotate in heavy cast iron
bearings. Shaft with bearings is mounted in the “bearing bridge”.
The bearing bridge, which is made of angle iron, is supported by fittings placed on the side wall
of the casing. This design prevents damage to the rapping mechanism in case of deformation
of the precipitator casing such as buckling due to heat.

Discharge system
The discharge system is suspended from two C-beams for each section. Each RDE consists of
two supporting electrodes, frame tubes and Fibulax electrodes, and it is centred in the ducts
between the collecting plates. At the bottom the rigid discharge electrodes are guided
transversely by means of guide irons.
Cast iron bearing
Supporting insulator

Tumbling hammer

Supporting beam
Frame tube

Fibulax electrode

Supporting electrode
Fix point
Flexible point
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Depending on the height of the precipitator, two or three frame tubes are welded between the
supporting electrodes. The frame tubes and supporting electrodes are made of standard tubes.
Fibulax electrodes are erected between the frame tubes. The electrodes are fixed at one end
and guided at the other end with the possibility of expansion if the temperature varies.
Fibulax discharge electrodes
The rigid discharge electrodes are manufactured from oval tubes, which are furnished with
welded-on emitters in the direction parallel to the gas flow.
The oval form of the electrodes ensures that possible oscillations of any of the electrodes will
take place in the direction of the gas flow and therefore not cause reduced voltage distance,
which could result in flash over.
The top of the discharge electrode is bolted to the framework tube, while the other end is
guided by a pin welded on the opposing framework tube below, respectively above the
discharge electrode. This design allows free thermal expansion of the individual discharge
electrodes and thus effectively prevents deformation of the discharge electrodes during heating
or cooling of the precipitator.
Discharge system, rapping gear.
At the inlet end of each field, C-beam fittings holding the hammer shaft are installed at the
discharge system. The hammers hit the top of the supporting electrodes of which the rapping
end is solid. The rapping energy is lead directly to the supporting electrode and via the frame
tubes to the other Fibulax electrodes.
The supporting electrode is suspended from a u-shaped bracket, which is dimensioned for both
the static and dynamic load, so that the bracket functions as a spring. In this way the rapping
energy is not transmitted to the C-beam and so does not affect the supporting insulator.
The tumbling hammers are made of drop forged hardened steel and the position of the
curvature ensures that no reactions occur in the centre of rotation of the hammers, thereby
reducing wear to a minimum.
The shaft on which the tumbling hammers are mounted is equipped with the necessary
expansion couplings and rotates in heavy cast iron bearings.
The rapping gear shaft is driven by a driving mechanism placed on the precipitator roof.
Between the driving mechanism and the rapping gear shaft, an insulator shaft is inserted. This
shaft is designed to avoid axial forces, which might cause misalignment of the discharge
system. The special couplings of the insulator shaft are made with a view to obtaining
maximum flexibility in both radial and axial directions.
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Insulator chamber
Each discharge electrode system is suspended from the roof of the casing through four conical
supporting insulators. The supporting insulators are mounted on special flanges with special
gaskets at top and bottom compensating for different coefficients of expansions of steel and the
insulating material to avoid breakage of the insulators.
The supporting insulators are provided with a top cover, enabling cleaning of the insulators
inside without having to enter the precipitator. The connection between supporting insulators
and discharge electrodes system is flexible, so that no lateral forces are exerted on the
insulators.

Lead-through insulator
Supporting insulator
Heating element

(Guard tube)

Double glass fibre
gaskets

(Purge air)

To facilitate replacement of the supporting insulators, a set of lifting tools is supplied, whereby it
is possible to carry out replacement without having to enter the precipitator.
All the supporting insulators are placed in the insulator chambers, which are heat insulated and
provided with a heating element, as well as Pt 100 Sensor to control the temperature, in order
to avoid condensation on and inside the insulators.
At special processes, the so-called purge air is used, preventing electrically conductive dust in
settling on the insulators.
Air is blown into the insulator chamber through the fitted heating element, where after the now
heated air passes through the top flange of the supporting insulator into the precipitator, and, at
the same time, a small positive pressure is maintained in the insulator chamber. This system
prevents dust settling on the inside surface of the supporting insulators.
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Roof drive unit
The hammer shafts for both the discharge and collecting system are powered by rapping drives
fitted on the precipitator roof. The drive unit box is welded gas-tight to the roof, and where the
shaft passes through the gas-tight area, special maintenance-free slide ring seals are fitted to
prevent entrance of false air into the precipitator. The seal consists of an adjustable cast iron
bearing against which a slide ring is held by steel bellow, ensuring that the whole sealing
arrangement is self-adjusting.
The drive unit box is heat-insulated and provided with inspection doors.
Roof drive station for discharge system

Roof drive station for collecting system

Maintenance-free sealing
Heating elements
Insulator shaft

Guard tube
Drive shaft

(Purge air)

Drive shaft

The drive unit for discharge system can be provided with purge air, where the air after heating
is blown down to the insulator shaft and into the precipitator. This system prevents the dust
from building up at the insulator shaft.
The vertical drive shaft of the drive unit goes down into the precipitator, where, through a
lantern wheel drive it is connected to the horizontal hammer shaft of the rapping system.
Optional the drive stations can be placed on the side of the precipitator.
Side drive station for discharge system

Discharge roof drive
Collecting roof drive

(Insulator shaft)

Collecting side drive
Discharge side drive

(Collecting side drive)

Maintenance-free sealing
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Pendular Supports
In many situations, it may be advantageous to use a pendular support (column support). This
support is a combination of vertical columns and cross diagonals, both made of square tube
profiles welded together during erection.

ESP

Direction of motion
Spherical top
Fixed point

Guide ring

(To be cut away
after erection)

Guide ring
Spherical top
Foundation bolt
Concrete
Economically, the above form of supporting is normally very attractive, and in areas with
extreme wind and earthquake forces, offers great technical advantages, therefore, we strongly
recommend this system.
The heat expansion of the filter is absorbed in the individual columns by their angular
movement in relation to the points of support on the foundations. One of the columns is fixed
with cross diagonals in several directions, and the other columns move radially from this
column, some of them being, however, provided with cross diagonals in one direction because
of wind and possible earthquake forces. At the top and bottom, each column has a semi
spherical journal, which centralises the loads from the filter and at the same time prevents the
occurrence of undesired bending moments in the columns.
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Rigid Steel Support With Slide or Roller Bearing
An alternative to the above-mentioned support is a traditional rigid steel support. When using
this system, the precipitator is equipped with roller or slide bearings, so that heat expansion of
the filter can take place safely and be controlled.
Concrete Support
Instead of using a rigid steel support, a concrete support can also be used on which roller or
slide bearings are mounted.

Slide or roller bearing support
If the support of the filter is a rigid concrete or steel structure, the filter is erected on roller or
slide bearings. The bearings ensure minimum forces on the casing and foundations arising
from the thermal expansion and contraction of the precipitator.
Slide bearing

Roller bearing
ESP
Spherical top

Concrete support

Rolling direction

Spherical body

Steel support

ESP

Slide direction

Teflon covered
steel plate
Stainless steel plate

There is a bearing for each filter foot, except for one with a fixed foot. The bearings are oriented
radially in relation to the fixed foot placed near the centre of the filter. The bearings are
dimensioned to carry the dead load of the precipitator inclusive of bottom hoppers filled with
dust and to transmit wind and possible earthquake forces to the support. Each bearing as well
as the fixed foot is equipped with a semi spherical journal at its top for the purpose of
centralising the forces in the centre of the columns and bearings. The bearings are supplied in
different sizes according to the size of the filter.
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Access
If required a stair tower is provided to gain access to the weather enclosure area and the
platform below the gas in/outlet manifold area.
A vertical emergency ladder can be provided from penthouse area down to ground area to
facilitate an escape route.
When the access doors and the insulation covers on the top section are unbolted and removed
by using the monorail system, there is access to replace the bags. One monorail is extended to
reach out so the hoist can be used to ship in material to the weather enclosure area.
All the area in the top section is insulated and covered with steel plated in such a manner that it
is safe to walk in all this area.
Safe lockable removable hatches are fitted to each hopper allowing inspection inside the
hopper.
Dimensioned for loads:
Walks. Evenly distributed 3kN/m2
Walks. Single load 3 kN within 100x100 mm
Railings. Horizontal 0.4 kN/m
Standard. DIN
260

Grate 30 x 30 x 3

700

Max 9000
Min 2200
Max 3000

ø25

100 500

800

Tube 48.3 x 3.2
Tube 26.9 x 2.6

500

200

230

1100 1100
550

500 500

800

6000

2400
Platform
Staircase tower

800
3600

Access to the inlet dampers can be made from platform at the hoppers. The inlet manifold
area can be inspected when the filter is shut down through separate inspection hatch.
The outlet dampers are inspected (compressed air and electrical connection) from the weather
enclosure area.
Also from the weather enclosure area is provided an inspection hatch to inspect the outlet
manifold internally when filter is shut down.
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Insulation - cladding
An important factor for the function and life of the precipitator is an efficient heat-insulation. To
avoid condensation with consequent corrosion and reduced lifetime as well as to avoid
uncontrolled heat expansion and deformation, the total surface of the precipitator is insulated
carefully with mineral wool from 100 to 200 mm thick. The insulation is to be covered, taking
into account the heat expansion of the precipitator, with appropriate sheeting.
Depending on the width of the precipitator and the local circumstances, the roof of the
precipitator is to be insulated in one of two ways:
1) The roof is insulated with slip-resistant stiff bats, to be built up with a slope of approx. 2£.
The insulation covering made from level steel plates or chequered plates rests directly on the
insulation.
2) The roof is equipped with plane insulation and the insulation covering rests on a steel
support built up with a suitable slop
“Invisible” roof equipment
Weather enclosure

Plane surface

Cladded support

In both cases, the insulation covering is to be fastened flexibly to the roof of the precipitator, to
take account of its heat expansion.
The slip-resistant and watertight roof covering is normally to be equipped with gutters and
chutes.
As an option, the cladding can be adapted to different architectural requirements.
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F.L.Smidth Airtech supplies Air Polution Control equipment: Electrostatic
precipitators • FabriClean pulse-jet fabric filters • Gas conditioning towers
• Desulphurization systems • COROMAX pulse systems • PIACS microprocessor
controllers and other advanced electrical control systems • Dust transport
and storage equipment • All kinds of auxiliary equipment like fans, flue
gas ducts, cyclones etc. • We supply new equipment or upgrading of existing
equipment – no matter whether the existing equipment is supplied by us or not.
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The cladding can be erected around the support of the precipitator in such a way
that a storage room for various equipment is created.

